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Digital Breast Tomosynthesis procedures (DBT)2 performed in the hospital The CPT and HCPCS codes(a) referenced
in this reimbursement advisory are.

The clinical-economic value of breast tomosynthesis in a U. Word regarding the benefits of advanced
technology such as 3D mammography has spread throughout the patient community, she says. By producing
hundreds of additional images with more specificity and sensitivity, tomosynthesis overcomes FFDM's
limitations. Jacqueline Holt described the findings as both encouraging and surprising, especially given the
fact that with breast tomosynthesis plus 2D-generated images, the positive predictive value went up. Bundling
is often associated with decreased reimbursement compared to the component model. We find more cancers at
earlier, more treatable stages, which are less likely to then spread. Reply Reply Privately Options Dropdown
Here's an item of interest for anyone involved in radiology coding and billing. The primary driver of breast
tomosynthesis economic value comes from the capacity of tomosynthesis to reduce the number of women
recalled for additional follow-up imaging and diagnostic testing services and the corresponding reduction in
the costs of healthcare resource utilization. As ACR advocates for DBT coverage "one payer, one state at a
time," Keysor says, it collects resources for its members, equipping them to make the case with literature
confirming DBT's clinical relevance. This study is a secondary analysis based on the results from STORM-2
Screening Tomosynthesis OR Mammography , which found that double-read tomosynthesis screening cases
tomosynthesis with FFDM or 2D-generated mammography images detected more breast cancers than
double-read 2D mammography cases. Diagnostic mammography should be performed under the direct, on-site
supervision of an interpreting physician qualified in mammography. Breast cancer mortality rates have
declined more than one-third since , according to the American Cancer Society1 â€” in part, as digital
screening has helped enable earlier detection. While private payers can recognize CPT codes for
tomosynthesis reimbursement, she says, they don't have to until the United States Preventative Service Task
Force issues an A or B rating to mandate coverage. Overall, global payments are within 1 percent of payments
for mammograms, ultrasounds and biopsies. Key study results are shown in the table below. The revised
instruction states, "In addition, we are creating a new code, G Diagnostic digital breast tomosynthesis,
unilateral or bilateral List separately in addition to G or G as an add-on code that should be reported in
addition to the relevant 2-D diagnostic mammography G-code to recognize the additional resources involved
in furnishing diagnostic breast tomosynthesis whether or not a 2-D mammography is furnished. Lancet
Oncology. However, CMS recommends that only one code , screening digital breast tomosynthesis, bilateral
be used as this time, in conjunction with the digital screening mammography code. Specialty-Specific
Considerations Payment for digital breast tomosynthesis mammograms has been challenging for practices and
patients. Justifications and a review processes are required if hospital outpatient settings are selected. Next
steps to more widespread reimbursement could also include education, Smetherman says. Potential payment
challenges remain, such as the 50 percent reduction in the technical component of mammogram payments that
was proposed in , which would have negatively impacted patient care. Poller says that a lack of reimbursement
could be one of the reasons why he has seen a decrease in tomosynthesis volume. Data for the model came
from the Truven Health Analytics Medicaid Multi-State Database, which includes information from more than
31 million Medicaid enrollees from 12 states. The codes address both screening and diagnostic studies.
Opinions expressed in the ACR Bulletin are those of the author s ; they do not necessarily reflect the
viewpoint or position of the editors, reviewers, or publisher. Keysor, director of the economics and health
policy department at ACR. A breast implant does not necessarily imply that a mammogram is diagnostic in
nature. Content is produced by ACR Press. Favorably, this reduction was not enacted in and is also not present
in the fee schedule. Some patients even ask for DBT. For the study, researchers used an economic model
developed to estimate the financial impact of breast tomosynthesis combined with conventional digital
mammography for breast cancer screening. If we see anything, the patient often can directly undergo
ultrasound evaluation without the need for additional supplementary mammographic views. As is true across
U. These diagnoses should not, however, routinely warrant a diagnostic mammography. All rights reserved.
Even better, these cost savings would come from fewer recalls and earlier cancer detection, which benefit the
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women themselves, the authors wrote. We must work together to promote an economic milieu that facilitates
best care and outcomes. CMS payments for breast imaging services in remain relatively stable compared to 
This placed at risk the coverage of annual screening mammograms starting at age 


